Enduroplank™

Pattern Effect

There are two methods for laying Enduroplank™ which can create two different effects.
· Line Effect: laying the planks so that a continuous vertical line is achieved.
· Pattern Effect: created by alternating every second plank.

Line Effect

Pattern Effect

Line Effect
Traditionally Enduroplank™ has been laid so that the lines between the fins lined up.
This technique can result in a less aesthetically pleasing result as it is not always possible
to have the planks perfectly aligned.
Due the expansion/contraction of Enduroplank™ as it cools during manufacturing, the
ends of the planks can cool faster than the middle. This can result in a slight variation in
the measurements of each plank. As a consequence, it can be difficult to lay Enduroplank™
in a straight line.
This problem is greatly reduced the smaller the length of the plank. 1.5 metre lengths
of Enduroplank™ are less likely to display this problem than 3.5 metre lengths.
Due to this issue we do not recommend this method of installation.
Pattern Effect
The pattern effect is the recommended way to lay Enduroplank™. Any variation in
measurement between planks will not be noticed using this method.
Please visit our website www.replas.com.au to view our online instructional videos.
These can be found under the News and Multimedia section and offer many handy tips on
the installation of Enduroplank™ and the best use of tools.
Useful hints
· Once formed Enduroplank™ will not cup, as a result only one fixing is required to secure
the plank as required. Two fixings can be placed in the centre of the plank just to ensure the
plank is held tightly in place. See website for further details
· Enduroplank™ has expansion/contraction issues length wise, but not width wise. It is most
commonly laid with a 5 mm gap between planks. This facilitates drainage and airflow;
however, it is possible to lay Enduroplank™ without any gaps between planks should
this method be preferred.
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